Nesting is a common problem in industries such as shipbuilding, auto-maker, clothing, shoe-making, and furniture, in which various parts are cut off from a stock or stocks while minimizing the wastes or maximizing the utilization of the stock. Berth allocation at seaside is also considered one form of two dimensional nesting problems, in which a ship is assigned a location for service during a certain time slot. This paper presents an expert system using a heuristic search method for nesting problems. The parts and stocks are represented by pixels with which utility function is used to evaluate current state in search tree. The system is developed in CLIPS, an expert system shell and applied to various example problems with different constraints and to a berth allocation example to illustrate its applicability under different conditions.
Spatial scheduling is another well-known nesting problem in which one axis is time. Three-dimensional spatial scheduling, where a part is represented as a prism with service time as height, minimizing make span at block assembly shop is reported [6] . Reference [7] used genetic algorithm to solve a two-dimensional spatial scheduling problem for blocks with growing lengths as assembly progresses at pre-erection area in shipbuilding. Berth allocation problem is a two-dimensional spatial scheduling problem for seaside operations planning, in which a berth is allocated for each ship to load and unload freight within a specified service time [8] .
This paper presents an expert system utilizing heuristic search to solve 2-dimensional nesting problems with different constraints and a berth allocation problem. Expert system approach is used for nesting and berth allocation problems since they have discrete number of possible solutions and the performance can be improved at implementation stage. Compared with algorithmic approaches, the performance of the system can be improved by easily adding new rules at implementation stage. For berth allocation problem, for instance, we can add more rules depending on the situation of the quay and scheduling rules.
Backgrounds
In order to solve nesting problems, shapes to be nested are usually represented by pixels or approximate polygons. It is easy to represent shapes in pixels and the overlapping between shapes can be easily checked, but they require lots of memory and computing time to represent the shapes accurately. On the other hand, the methods based on approximate polygons need less memory to store data for edges and vertices of polygons, but algorithm for checking overlaps becomes complicated.
When pixels are used, after defining the resolution, a shape is represented by an enclosing rectangle(ER). Usually the boundary and inside the shape are represented by "1" values while the other part of ER is represented by "0" values as in Figure 1 (a) [4] . Some researchers assign different values for the pixels on boundary than the ones inside ( Figure 1(b) ) so that the types of overlapping (boundary-boundary, boundary-inside, or inside-inside) between two shapes can be easily identified [1] [3] . In pixel-based approaches, BLF algorithm [3] [4] is frequently used. It scans vertically from the left bottom pixel to the top pixel and then repeats from the right adjacent pixel at the bottom to the top until they find an empty space for the shape to be assigned. Among the approaches based on approximate polygons, NFP algorithms [2] are well known. NFP is an efficient method to check collision between two parts, but it is not used to check overlaps among multiple shapes more than two. D. Sheen, Y. Seo Nesting on blank with irregular boundaries is another research topic [2] [9] [10]. In shipbuilding industry, the parts with the same height are grouped together and cut from a flat bar to manufacture blocks [11] . This condition makes the problem easier since the number of possible positions is greatly reduced and only 4 configurations of a part (0˚, 180˚, and their mirroring shapes) need to be considered. In Lee and Park's research, the parts are sorted first by size in descending order and then each part is added to the layout in that order. Since similar parts are abundant in shipbuilding, Lee et al. [12] paired parts in an effort to simplify the nesting algorithm.
Berth allocation problem is to assign the vessels needing services at specific time-windows at specific locations at quay. It is different from general nesting problem in that each shape is rectangle ("service time can be assigned any positions, or hybrid [8] . A quay may have several water depths to accommodate ships with different drafts. Multiple quays are also considered in allocating berths [13] .
Both pixel-based methods and approximate polygon methods have advantages and disadvantages. Pixel-based approaches are easier to implement and can nest concave shapes, but they require lots of memory for accuracy. Approximate polygon methods are efficient for convex shapes but it becomes complicated for concave shapes. Expert systems can be a useful nesting tool in that it can easily adopt different types of constraints depending on the application domains and its performance can be easily improved without re-coding as more rules are added.
Nesting Expert System

Data Structure
In this research nesting is done by an expert system using heuristic search. The shapes are represented by pixels. Figure 3 
The following shows the templates of a shape and a node written in CLIPS. A shape has sister patterns created by its orientations, which are stored in the slot orientation. A node keeps a list of shapes already assigned in tile-list with their orientations, positions (row, col) in tile-orient-list, tile-position-row, and tileposition-col which correspond to the subscript of b ijk in Figure 3 . Therefore, tilelist, tile-orient-list, tile-position-row, and tile-position-col are empty at rootnode.
(deftemplate MAIN::tile (slot tile-id (type NUMBER)) (slot cardinality (type NUMBER)) (multislot orientation (type FACT-ADDRESS))) (deftemplate MAIN::node (slot node-id (type NUMBER)); natural number (slot parent (type NUMBER)); If it is 0, no parent (multislot tile-list (type FACT-ADDRESS)) (multislot tile-orient-list (type FACT-ADDRESS)) (multislot tile-position-row (type NUMBER)) (multislot tile-position-col (type NUMBER)))
The representation of a shape differs depending on the applications. The (slot length (type NUMBER)) (slot duration (type NUMBER)) (slot ES (type NUMBER)) (slot LF (type NUMBER))) (deftemplate MAIN::node (slot node-id (type NUMBER)); natural number (slot parent (type NUMBER)); If it is 0, no parent (multislot tile-list (type FACT-ADDRESS)) (multislot tile-position-row (type NUMBER)) (multislot tile-position-col (type NUMBER)))
In addition to the information about nodes, the global database also comprises open-list keeping the ordered list of nodes to open.
Rules
Rule In berth allocation problems, all shapes are rectangles with service time and the length of vessel as height and width respectively. Figure 5 shows a shape in berth allocation problem. Therefore, overlapping between MERs is not allowed.
Instead, nodes are sorted by ES in ascending order, by length in descending order, and by LF in ascending order to minimize make span and to maximize the utilization of quay area. (2). Figure 6 shows the result of nesting on 35 × 20 size blank.
It is difficult for approximate polygon methods, which are based on convex polygons, to nest a part inside another hollow part. Figure 6 shows that this method does not have that kind of limitations. The solution in Figure 6 was found at the 133,574th node. 
Cutting Parts with Equal Height from a Strip in Shipbuilding
In shipbuilding shapes are grouped by height and the parts with the same height are cut from a flat bar to build blocks. There are four sister patterns (0˚, 180˚ and their mirroring images) for a shape. In this case, only the order of shapes and their orientations are important, since we would put neighboring shapes as close as possible. For N parts, there are N! x 4N alternative layouts. In this research, the shapes are sorted by size first for searching order but a shape can be laid at any place. Only the overlapping of the adjacent boundaries of two shapes is considered by utility function. Figure 7 shows example shapes to be cut from the flat bar and Figure 8 shows the result. Since only the left and the right boundaries of shapes are important in this application, the shapes are further simplified to enhance the performance. In Figure 7(b) , the number in a pixel greater than "1" represents the width. There are 8! × 48 (about 2.6 billions) alternative layouts and the solution was found at the 1,258,181th node.
Nesting on Blank with Irregular Boundaries
Nesting on irregular stock is another research topic [2] [9] [10]. In our system, this problem can be easily solved by considering the area between the irregular stock and its MER the shapes already assigned positions. Figure 9 shows a solution to an example of nesting on irregular stock. The solution was found at the 93,847th node.
Berth Allocation
Berth allocation problem is to assign the vessels needing services at specific time at specific locations at quay. Each shape is rectangle ('time x length') with ES and LF in time axes, between which the shape must be located. The berth allocation is also needed at shipbuilding for out-fit processes at quay area. Scheduling outfitting processes, which require service time of several months, is usually simpler than berth allocation problems at ports. In this example, the lengths of the vessels are given and the process time or service time is fixed. ES and LF are defined for each vessel, which means there is a slack for each service time. In this example, the quay is assumed to have the same water depth and its layout to be straight and continuous.
If the problem does not satisfy the following conditions, no solution exists.
The first condition means no single service time crosses the scheduling window, and no vessel is bigger than the length of the quay. The third condition means that at each moment, the sum of the lengths of vessels requiring that moment cannot exceed the length of the quay.
: all vessels requiring service at time t k .
Before start searching, jobs are sorted by ES in ascending order, by length in descending order, and by LF in ascending order. The rationale behind this is "bookshelf rule". In shelving the books, people usually place the tallest and thickest books on one side to make more rooms useful on top of the books. In order to expedite searching, it is reasonable to assign jobs with the earlier ES first. The length and LF are used not only to expedite searching but to maximize the chunk of unassigned area in time-length space in order for the space to be useful. Berth allocation problem is an NP-hard problem. The search space, however, for scheduling outfitting jobs in shipyard is of reasonable size. In one of the world's biggest shipbuilding companies, about ten vessels are in quay area for outfitting at the same time and the duration of each job is several months. In addition to that, the job has upper and lower limits (LF and ES), which further reduce the search space.
Conclusions
This paper presents an expert system based on heuristics to solve various two dimensional nesting problems. The system was developed in CLIPS, an expert system shell, and applied to examples for general nesting, nesting on a blank with irregular boundary, nesting on flat-bar in shipbuilding, and birth allocation for outfitting work in shipbuilding. Each application has different constraints so that the system can use different representation of facts and/or utility functions.
The system used pixel representations for shapes with which nesting on a blank with irregular boundary could be easily solved by regarding the area between MER and the boundary of the blank as the shapes already laid. Pixel representation has many advantages over approximate polygon representation in that it can be easily prepared from bit-map images that can be obtained from various sources including CAD systems. The system presented can nest a part inside another hollow part, which is difficult with approximate polygon method.
For general nesting, the sum of overlapping areas between a part and the parts already laid on the blank is used as a utility function to maximize the utilization of the blank.
The system can also solve the berth allocation problem, which is to nest the rectangular shapes with "service time x the length of the vessel" on a blank with planning window in time × the length of quay. A shape has a float equal to LF -ES-service time. For berth allocation problems, pre-screening and simple heuristics are used in searching.
Searching becomes slow as the problem space grows. In order to expedite searching, a utility function is used to sort the nodes in expanding the search tree. For larger problem, however, it may be needed to reduce the resolution of pixels to expedite searching. Considering all the constraints and the number of ships to schedule, on the other hand, the search space for scheduling outfitting jobs in shipyard is of reasonable size.
Expert system is a promising approach for nesting and berth allocation problems since they have discrete number of possible solutions and the performance can be improved by easily adding more rules at implementation stage. This research shows that expert system can easily adapt to different kinds of constraints at various application domains.
